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H. L. MENCKEN:
RHETORICAL CRITIC OF PRESIDENTS
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Henry Louis Mencken edited The American

Mercury for ten years; from its debut in 1924,

until his retirement as editor in 1933. During this

relatively brief but eventful period in American

history, Mencken led the literary revolt against the

"sacred cows" of contemporary society. This essay

focuses upon H. L. Mencken's editorial attacks against

U. S. Presidents and their rhetoric.

Althou^ his criticism ranged from "pot shots"

at Rotarians and Methodists to block busting attacks

on "yokels" everywhere, Mencken b l a s t e d the

President frequently and with violent force. He

hurled his condemnation at the current holder of

the office and many who had preceded him. For

Mencken, the Presidency represented the apex of a

grotesque political pyramid. Mencken saw all

politicians in the same unwholesome light: "For

if experience teaches us anything at all it teaches

us this: that a good politician, under democracy,

is quite as unthinkable as an honest burglar or a

virtuous harlot." Perhaps this view of politicians

led Mencken toward his preference for government

by aristocracy. He looked upon democracy as the

"worst form of government ever devised by man,

the darling of demagogues, who exploit the people,

who are made to believe that the demagogues are

their best friends."
The editor of The American Mercury attributed

the principal difficulty in the American form of

government to its propensity for perpetuating inferior

men in public office. He felt that the increasingly

liberal spirit in the United States discouraged men

of true merit and encouraged two types of unworthy

statesmen: "unconscionable demagogues... eager to

embrace any buncombe that will inflame the pro-

letariat, and... inarticulate vacuums of the Harding-

Coolidge type, too poor in ideas to be capable of

arousing any serious opposition."

Woodrow Wilson received Mencken's caustic con-

demnation for being overly clever in his rhetorical
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endeavors. Henry Mencken despised Wilson for his

lean and hungry look, but above all, for his "pontifical

prose and do-gooder pose." He credited President

Wilson as a manipulator of the masses through

rhetoric. Of Wilson's rhetorical skill, Mencken noted:

"The most certain way in which to impress, persuade

and convince the American public about the virtue

of anything, from a war to a pill, is, first, to devise

a catchy slogan and, secondly, to make sure that it

has in it only a minimum of accuracy." Mencken

applied this standard for rhetorical success to Wilson's

famous phrase that stated the purpose of World War I.

"The World must be made safe for democracy,"

Mencken evaluated as "a masterpiece of boob-
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fetching."
After the rhetoric of Wilson, Harding "seemed

almost tongue-tied." Mencken, however, attributed

Harding's election principally to Wilson's oratoryand

intellect: "The plain people were tired of a President

from whom ideas radiated like quills from a fretful

porcupine.... They were tired of being instructed and

exhorted, and longed only for the return to normalcy

that was promised them." Mencken rioted that Harding's

invention of the word "normalcy" pained grammarians,

but it made votes." After Harding's death, Mencken

congratulated the founders of the Harding Memorial

Association and urged them to plan a spectacular

structure. "Otherwise," he observed, "the late

gentleman, twenty-ninth Presidentof the United States,

threatens to be forgotten before the ivy is green

on his thumb."

H. L. Mencken credited Judson C. Welliver,

official White House "ghost" for Harding andCoolidge

until November, 1925, for whatever stylistic in-

telligibility Harding projected. Although Welliver had

a sense of humor, Mencken maintained: "Harding

himself never detected the joke; he was far too

stupid—in fact, he was almost illiterate, as his

inaugural address, which he wrote himself, de-

monstrated painfully." The Mercury editor emphasized
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Harding's insufficient literary ability with a terse

comment concerning the former President's ed-

ucational background. Mencken asserted that Harding's

"only studies of English syntax were made at the
6

night school of the Elks in Marion, Ohio."
The presidency of Calvin Coolidge coincided with

H. L. Mencken's most vitriolic period of presidential

criticism. President Coolidge doubtless would have

considered himself quite fortunate to escape with

only Mencken's label as an "inarticulate vacuum."

During the campaign of 1924, however, Mencken

registered a d d i t i o n a l amazement at President

Coolidge's oratory. He posed the rhetorical question:

"Is it actually possible that such drivel is admired,
7

and makes votes?" Of the Republican National
Convention Mencken elaborated on the oratory but

in no complimentary fashion. He previewed the con-

vention rhetoric for his Baltimore Sun readers with

a biting parody:
The whole proceedings, infact, will be largely
formal. Some dreadful mountebank in a long-
tailed coat will open them with a windy speech;
then another mountebank will repeat the same
rubbish in other words; then a half dozen
windjammers will hymn good Cal as a com-
bination of Pericles, Frederick the Great,
Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt and John the
Baptist; then there will be an hour or two of
idiotic whooping, and then the boys will go
home."

The candidate nominated by those "whooping

Republicans" earned Mencken's label for common

and inferior beings, the "eternal yokel.' If Mencken

had chosen the one human trait he could not abide,

it would have been inferiority. He found no trace

of superiority in President Coolidge, "a cheap,

sordid and grasping politician, a seeker of jobs all

his life, willing to do almost anything imaginable

to get them." In Mencken's opinion Coolidge ex-

emplified inferiority in word and deed: "He has never

said a word worth hearing, or done a thing requiring

genius, or even ordinary skill." In Mencken's eyes,

Coolidge ranked slightly above a "ninth-rate lawyer."

His rise to political eminence ranked slightly below

miraculous. The longer Coolidge remained in office,

the more Mencken saw in him the personification

of empty rhetoric. The Mercury editor noted: "He

is preeminently a man of words, in the purely

political sense--that is, of words that are sonorous

and meaningless." In place of rhetorical substance

Mencken found "hollow, blowsy platitudes that were

stale in the days of Rutherford B. Hayes." For

H. L. Mencken, Coolidge's speeches contained "only

bilge, and it is not even good bilge."

As Coolidge drew to the end of his presidential

tenure, Mencken rose to his peak in vituperative

eloquence. He condemned Coolidge for his "notions

of dignity and honor indistinguishable from those of

a county book agent." Mencken proclaimed: "There

has been no more trivial and trashy President in

American history, nor one surrounded by worse

frauds."

According to the editor of The American Mercury,

the religion issue in the 1928 campaign gave the

presidential race its sole noteworthy feature. He

declared: "If Al and Lord Hoover were both sound

Presbyterians, the present campaign would be as

dull and witless as a love affair between a deaf girl

and a blind man."

Mencken had seen promise in the man who had

"the ability of a hundred Coolidges and the energy

of a thousand." By the end of Herbert Hoover's

term, however, Mencken bemoaned overwhelming

disappointment: "To this day he has never uttered

a word against the gross crimes and corruptions

of his colleagues, just as he has never uttered a

word against the obscene operations of the Ku

Kluxers who made him President."

The ultimate downfall of Hoover provided Mencken

with great pleasure. Although the exact reasons seem

unworthy of an educated man, his letter to Ezra

Pound revealed the nature of Mencken's feeling:

"The utter collapse of Hoover gave me great delight.

For some reason or other the fellow is unbearably

offensive to me. I hate to look at him, or even to

think of him. Why this should be I simply don't

know. Roosevelt is a weak sister, but he'll be better

than Hoover."

H. L. Mencken's criticism of the Presidents arose

as a protest to a combination of two presidential
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deficiencies; an absence of imaginative intellectual

genius and an inability to unite word with action.

For Mencken, this phenomenon had developed within

the American political sphere since the early years

of the twentieth century. "For two decades past,"

Mencken lamented, "the tide has been running in

favor of reducing the President of the United States

from his old estate of a national leader to the new

estate of a mere moderator." Mencken attributed the

blame to party politics and the practice of running

presidential candidates who were adept in political

maneuvering rather than genuine leaders. "The head

of state tends to become a vacuum simply because,

with both parties split into irreconciliable factions...

it is impossible for a man of any force and

independence of character to get the nomination."

The resulting candidates, Mencken believed, fell into

one of two equally undesirable categories. The

nomination goes "either to a Coolidge, who had no

definite ideas on any subject or to an adept trimmer,

skilled at empty rhetoric."

Few escaped Mencken's condemnation for empty

rhetoric. By his standard, men of ability, from

Aristotle to Woodrow Wilson, defeated their purposes

when they attempted to enunciate their thou^ts. He

underscored this scholarly predicament when he

observed: "What is put into words for the general

ear can never come within even the remotest reach

of what is pondered in the privacy of the study or

praying-room." Lincoln's "Gettsyburg Address"

served Mencken as an excellent example of this point:

One may easily imagine the reflections
that the scene and the occasion must have
inspired in so sagacious and unconventional
a man—at all events, one may imagine the
more obvious of them. They were, it is highly
probable, of a n e x t r e m e l y acrid and un-
pleasant nature. Before him stretched row
upon row of new-made graves; around him
ranged the gaunt cinders of a witless and
abominable war. . . . 16

Mencken stressed the importance of the setting

and the occasion upon Lincoln's pre-speech in-

trospection. Following this somber description of

the cemetery site, Mencken jolted the reader with an

exaggerated and sneering appraisal of Lincoln's

audience and the address:

But before him there also stretched an
acre or two of faces—the faces of dull Penn-
sylvania Dutch peasants from the adjacent
farms, with here and there the jowls of a
Philadelphia politician gleaming in the pale
Winter sunlight. It was too cold that day for a
long speech, and the audience would have been
mortally offended by a good one. So old Abe
put away his reflections, and launched into
the tried and sure-fire stuff. Once started,
the furor loquendi kept Mm going. Abandoning
the simple and crystal-clear English of his
considered utterance, he stood a sentence on
its head, and made a pretty parlor ornament
of it. Proceeding, he described the causes and
nature of the war in terms of the current
Creel Press Bureau. Finally, he launched a
sonorous, meaningless ep ig ram, and sa t
down. T he r e was immense applause. The
Pennsylvania Dutch oafs were delighted. And
the speech remains in all the schoolbooks to
this day.i'

The pen of H. L. Mencken continued as though

the complete denegration of American oratory's holy

writ merely whetted its destructive appetite. The

Mercury editor Cited no other authority than Lincoln

for support of his unorthodox thesis. He conjectured

that, although Lincoln left no word indicating what

he personally thought of the speech, "he must have

vacillated often between laughing at it sourly and

hanging himself. For he was far too intelligent to

believe in any such Kiwanian bombast."

Even the classical conception of rhetoric as a

noble art disappointed Mr. Mencken. He used the

inferior quality of contemporary oratory as his

standard for evaluating the rhetoric of antiquity.

Mencken reasoned that the supposedly superior nature

of the Greco-Roman empires must surely be a

f a l l a c i o u s hoax. For, as Mencken contended,

superiority and a respect for rhetoric are not

compatible. The Greek and Roman, therefore, must

be held in low esteem because, Mencken noted:

"No other art was so assiduously practiced among

them... . But oratory, as a matter of fact, is the

lowest of all the arts." The Mercury editor evaluated

rhetoric through his personal appraisal of the

audiences that the orator attracted. "The yokels of

the open spaces flock by the thousand to hear imbeciles

yawp and heave," he declared. "The city proletariat
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goes to political meetings and glues its ears to the

radio every night. But what civilized man would turn

out to heareventhechampionoratorofthe country?"

Mencken pointed to the unfilled galleries of the Senate

to support his position.

Henry Mencken felt that rhetoric could be rescued

from its dismal state through the development of

"an adequate treatise upon the technique of public

controversy." The art of rhetoric would receive a

gigantic upliftingthroughsuchatreatise. For, Mencken

asked, "what is rhetoric but the art of controversy?"

Rhetoric should not focus upon syllogisms and

metaphors. "It must concern itself, not with logic

or poetry, but with the drawing of blood." One of the

primary rules of Mencken's rhetoric was "to grab

and hold the offensive.... The mob is always in

favor of whoever is giving the show—and the only

kind of show it likes is one in which someone gets

a dreadful beating." Mencken concluded his suggestions

to contemporary rhetoricians with a stern warning

not to corrupt their treatises "with moral snuffling."

He cautioned: "Remember that the kind of controversy

I speak of has no purpose to establish facts and
20

spread enlightenment; its sole purpose is to win."

Mr. Mencken fired his literary ammunition at

what he considered false, idiotic, and impotent.

Whatever may be said of his prose, he sought victory

for truth, intelligence, and virility. After the

destruction of unworthy demagogues, Menckenpleaded

for the construction of standards in accord with his

conception of intellectual leadership.

The era of Franklin D. Roosevelt's presidency

commenced just as Mencken's tenure as editor of

The American :Mercury drew to an end. The election

of 1932 signalled the termination of Mencken's

editorship. On November 9, 1932, he wrote Louis

Untermeyer: "I voted for Roosevelt yesterday and

now feel almost ashamed for he is the first candidate
21

of my choice to win." H. L. Mencken, now middle
aged, had won many of his battles and lost much of

his following. He had led the nation's intellectuals

and collegians in their revolt against Prohibition,

and when he covered the Scopes trial in Tennessee,

his activities rivaled those of Clarence Darrow

and William Jennings Bryan.

As Mencken sallied forth in his "war against

yokelry," many people agreed that "while wisdom

may not die with him,* the editor of 'The American

Mercury had "actually a brilliant mind." Others

concurred with Edwin Mims, Professor of English

at Vanderbilt University, who suggested: "The best

way of treating H. L. Mencken would be for us all

to ignore him completely for one year, at the end

of which time he will have disappeared from American

literature." Whether the critical reaction to Mencken

was positive or negative, as editor of The American

Mercury, he was "without question one of the

dominating forces of our e r a ; . . . a social critic,

rigorous, drastic and remorseless in his denunciation

of institutions and personalities with which he

differed." Not only did he speak out, he was heard

"as no other single man in America" of his day.

Some listened "with horror and disgust, some with

a ghoulish kind of ^lee, some with reverence, but

everybody listened."
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